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Binella Vannesjö 
Sustainability Director 
Tel: +46 (0) 70 4631 15
Email: binella.vannesjo@anva.se

Sustainability of the groups AnVa, Inducore and PVI

Sustainability vision

Our vision is to be the world's best supplier to Swedish industry. In order to develop towards that vision, we 

work from the ESG perspectives (Environmental, Social, and Governance). We are confident that the groups 

that see the value of their employees and develops an efficient use of resources will be successful, sustainable 

and profitable.

Sustainability strategy objectives

The objectives of the sustainability strategy are to be competitive and contribute to the transition to a better 

and climate-smarter world. Our customers' sustainability work is at the forefront globally and we want to 

develop with them. Our companies are located around Sweden from Kalix to Tommelilla, we are in Poland, 

Lithuania, Germany and China. We see ourselves as part of society in Sweden, Europe and the world and we 

want to lead the way towards better sustainability by growing and developing our industrial companies with 

this as a focus.

Sustainability Strategy

In 2020, we adopted the 17 global goals of the UN at a meeting of all CEOs. We have continued to 

systematically develop our sustainability work with education strategies for all our employees from group 

management, CEOs and management teams to all our employees. We carry out materiality analyses in all our 

companies and set goals based on these and our focus areas. The materiality analysis identifies the key 

sustainability issues based on impact and stakeholder expectations. Sustainability strategies develop from there 

with defined overall objectives and milestones, and key figures that we update at least annually across all our 

companies.

How do we work on sustainability?

Our work method is based on a decentralised organisation and takes place mainly via the boards of subsidiaries, 

a common code of conduct, policies and guidelines and training and follow-up of data. The CEO and 

management of each subsidiary has operational responsibility for its sustainability work and to integrate 

sustainability aspects into their business models and strategies. Each board is also ultimately responsible for 

ensuring that the company adhere to its own and the group 's guidelines and policies.

mailto:binella.vannesjo@anva.se


AnVA Industries consists of 13 commercial companies, with operations in
Sweden, Lithuania, Germany and China.

Through entrepreneurship, reliability, development and room for own ideas,
we contribute to the competitiveness of Swedish industry in the world
through reliable supply of high-quality components. Our work is focused on
automating processes and engaging all employees with constant
improvement.

Our way of work and all our contacts with business partners should always
be characterised by respect for the individual, ethics and sustainability.

Per Andersson/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 081 96 40
Email per.andersson@anva.se

Employed since 2013

525
employees

13
Operating 
companies

1110

www.anva.se

MSEK
turnover

mailto:per.andersson@anva.se
http://www.anva.se/


ANVA Components is a component supplier to a range of world-leading customers, mainly
within the automotive and engineering industries. We mainly manufacture rotational
symmetric products of the highest quality in alloy steel, where the entire work process is a
uniform flow. With a high degree of automation, we ensure efficient material handling through the
entire production flow.

In our premises we have furnace and induction hardening, cold pressing, centerless grinding and
cutting processing. This together with our partners allows us to provide a complete offer to
customers.

The company bases its operations in Kalix with a turnover of MSEK 218 and an organisation with
approximately 78 employees.

The company is certified according to IATF 16049:2016, ISO-9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015.

Per Hedberg/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 625 29 24
Email per.hedberg@anva.se

employed since 2019

www.anva.se
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AnVa Hjo is a complete subcontractor of products based on pipes and sheet metal for
customers within industries such as furniture, furnishings, workshops, construction and
projects for public environments. In our three production units, within walking distance from
each other, we have invested in modern technology and a flexible fleet of machinery. We carry
out everything from laser cutting of sheet metal and pipes, which are processed, and powder
coated, to complete products and final assembly

We also have our own products within systems for Machine Protection. Our main markets for
these are currently Germany and Finland. Sales take place through dealers.

The company basis its operations in Hjo with a turnover of MSEK 171 and an organisation with
about 95 employees. The company is certified to ISO 9001 and 14001.

AnVA GmbH is our German subsidiary and is a reseller of Machine protection on the German
market

Patrick Strömberg/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 628 14 99
Email patrick.stromberg@anva.se

employed since 2018

www.anva.se
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HordaGruppen is a subcontractor of polymeric materials to a range of world-leading customers,
primarily within the automotive and the engineering industry. Our main processes are Blow
moulding and plastic injection moulding, injection moulding of rubber and rubber/metal, extrusion
and mandrel vulcanisation of rubber tubing; and assembly. We offer to partner with our customers
from idea to finished product, where we can help with product development as well as prototyping
and series manufacturing.

We have in recent years put a lot of effort into automation to identify competitive solutions and
our latest major investment is a 2K extruder where we can produce rubber tubing with 2 different
layers.

The company has its operations in Bor and Horda in Sweden, Bielsko-Biala in Poland and Suzhou in
China, with a turnover of about MSEK 232 and an organisation with about 99 employees.

The Company is certified to IATF- 16949, ISO- 9001 and -14001.

Andreas Helmersson/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 3495733
Email: andreas.helmersson@hordagruppen.com

employed in 1996-2001 and since 2015.

www.anva.se
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AnVa KSG is a company where contract manufacturing is the focus. We are accustomed to
manufacturing products and to customers with high-level requirements, third-party verification,
and extensive requirements for documentation.

Most of what we supply are details to gas turbines, almost everything is welded constructions.
We procure materials and usually deliver complete products according to the customer’s drawn
specifications. Manual welding as well as forming sheet metal and pipes is our core, we have
extensive experience within the field.

The workshop is organised into three departments:
- Pipes, piping systems & manifolds. Forming and welding of pipes, mainly stainless steel
- Sheet metal structures, tanks & pressure vessels. Sheet metal forming and welding of major 

structures, both black and stainless material
- Machining

AnVa KSG is located in Trollhättan, turnover is about MSEK 57, and our workforce consists of 
about 38 people. The company is certified according to ISO 9001-2015, ISO 14001- 2015 and ISO 
3834-2

Tomas Wahlberg/CEO
Tel. +46 766 697477
Email  tomas.wahlberg@ksgab.se

employed since 2020

www.anvaksg.se
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AnVA Polytech is a qualified partner in development and manufacturing of products in rubber,
TPE and silicone, with a high level of competence all the way from idea to delivery of service
and product. In our materials lab, we develop customised materials based on customer
specifications, and we design the materials to fit the environment the product should be placed
in.

Our products are often produced in large series to customers such as Volvo Cars and Husqvarna.
The business is operated from Sunne, but a few years ago we opened another factory in
Lithuania.

Our ambition is to guide the development towards new more environmentally friendly materials,
and we can already offer our customers significant CO2 savings on existing and new elastomeric
products.

The company is certified according to ISO IATF, -9001 and 14001. Turnover is approx. 
MSEK 171, and our workforce consists of approx. 95 people.

Mathias Larsson/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 540 24 52
Email mathias.larsson@anva.se

employed since 2019

www.anva.se
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ANVA Rostfritt & Smide in Tranås is a subcontractor that manufactures products in sheet metal
and pipes.

Laser cutting, edge pressing, and welding are our primary competencies. We also take care of surface
treatment types of electric galvanizing and varnishing.

We work with small to medium series and have the ability to manage physically large products. A
product can be anything from a small laser-cut sheet metal to complex welding and varnishing of
chassis including fitting.

Our customers work in different industries, e.g. logistics and contracting.

The company turnover is MSEK 38 and employs around 25 employees.

The company is certified according to ISO -9001 and 14001.

Hans-Peter Lindlöf/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)140-385161
Email hans-peter.lindlof@rostfrittosmide.se

employed since 2018

www.anva.se

mailto:hans-peter.lindlof@rostfrittosmide.se
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AnVA Titech System AB is a component and system supplier to both national and international
clients. We offer a comprehensive solution with both manufacturing and assembly in our own
facilities. Our strength is within our facilities, where we process, weld and assemble most metallic
materials to a wide variety of industries such as defence, automotive and food industries. In
addition, we also contribute to automating Sweden's production companies!

ANVA Titech System located in Tidaholm is certified according to ISO-9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015,
and the welding standards ISO 3834-2:2005, EN1090-1:2009, EN 15085-2:2007. The company
turnover is MSEK 68 with about 47 employees.

Mikael Helgevall/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)502 19503
Email mikael.helgevall@titech.se

employed since 2019

www.anva.se
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ANVA Tubes & Components is the component supplier to a range of world-leading customers
in mainly the automotive, mining and engineering industries. Our main processes consist of
cutting processing of steel and castings with a high degree of automation and modern equipment.

In addition, the company is wholesaler of various steel pipes and rod materials specialising in
customised dimensions and cutting skills. We offer our customers processes such as cutting,
blasting, heat treatment, assembly, warehousing, various logistics solutions and just-in-time
deliveries.

We have also developed our own product “LIFT- UP” hinges - lifting aids with unlimited areas of
application. The company has its operations in Eskilstuna and Hälleforsnäs with a turnover of MSEK
161 and an organisation with about 50 employees.

The company is certified according to ISO IATF, -9001 and 14001.

Markus Gunnerfjäll/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 787 80 20
Email markus.gunnerfjäll@anva.se

employed since 1997

www.anva.se
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Inducore is a privately owned industrial group founded in 1997, today
comprising of a total of 17 operating companies with activities divided into
three different business lines, Components, Truck Bodies and System
Solutions. We operate in four countries with dealers all over the world.

Magnus Biesse
+46 (0)703 703 666

magnus.biesse@inducore.se

PLACES WE CONDUCT BUSINESS

( Sweden) Bollnäs | Ockelbo | Borlänge | Hedemora | Nyhammar | Morgårdshammar | Grangärde | Ludvika
| Knivsta | Västerås | Örebro | Eksjö | Björköby | Rydaholm | Alvesta | Timmele | Målilla | Mönsterås | Nybro
| Kalmar | Malmö | Tomelilla.
(China) Shanghai | Guangzhou (Poland) Jelcz-Laskowice (Norway) Raufoss

INDUCORE GROUP

900
EMPLOYEES

www.inducore.se

17
COMP
ANY

1878
MSEK TURNOVER

mailto:magnus.biesse@inducore.se
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HIAK AB is a provider of total solutions offering customised solutions for the management of
noise in the form of products and services. We are organised in two business areas, Acoustic
Partner where we offer build-in sound solutions, control rooms, silencers and technical services
for attenuation and the management of noise from e.g., industrial machinery, transformers and
gas turbines. Our second business area is Products where we offer products to the construction
industry in the form of sound-insulating doors in wood and steel under the name
Hedemoradörren as well as the noise-cancelling NonSonus fresh air valve.

Within our engineering team are some of Sweden's top experts in the field of acoustics. We have
an industry-leading experience in industrial silencing. The operation has a turnover of MSEK 52 in an
organisation of 21 employees. www.hiak.se

www.inducore.se

Maria Pettersson/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)225 59 56 38
E-mail maria.pettersson@hiak.se

anställd sedan 2022

http://www.anva.se/
mailto:maria.pettersson@hiak.se


Sörling is currently the Nordic region's leading build-up manufacturer and builder of trucks and
complete trailer solutions. Our products are mainly sold in the Nordic market and Switzerland,
but we also export to other countries within and outside Europe. We build our products on three
core values.

Knowledge — quality and function are crucial parts of our customers' everyday lives, therefore we
are constantly developing and improving them. Sustainability — for us, it is just as much about
quality and longevity, such as reducing our climate footprint by constructing as light and fuel-
efficient carrier solutions as possible. Flexibility — we tailor our solutions in collaboration with our
customers.

With the installation of build-up on truck chassis both in Knivsta and Jelcz-Laskowicewe we can
offer direct delivery to customers in the Nordic and Central European regions. Management,
marketing and development operate from Knivsta while manufacturing and varnishing occurs in
Jelcz-Laskowice. The business turnover is around MSEK 155 with an organisation of 73 employees,
www.sorling.se.

Anders Felling/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 926 26 58
Email anders.felling@sorling.com

employed since 2020

www.inducore.se

mailto:anders.felling@sorling.com
http://www.anva.se/


Gehab Kvalitetspåbyggaren is a leader in Sweden in solid boards manufacturing with crane
constructions where customer, employee, quality and sustainability are the focus. The majority of
end customers are found in sectors necessary for community development within the building and
construction industry. Customers primarily consist of dealers, hauliers and couriers who need
heavier trucks. In addition, certain sales are made directly towards the end customer or chassis
manufacturer.

We offer the market transport solutions tightly together with the end customer in order to
ultimately be able to deliver an optimal solution from the customer's perspective. Demands within
freight transport is mainly driven by economic growth, population growth and urbanisation.

We carry out our operations in three locations in Sweden with our main facility in Alvesta “in the
middle of Småland” and with sales offices in Stockholm and Ulricehamn (Timmele). The company
has a turnover of in total MSEK 200 with an organisation of 77 employees, www.gehab.com

Peter Sundell/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)472 431 13
Email peter@gehab.com

employed since 1990

www.inducore.se

http://www.gehab.som/
mailto:peter@gehab.com
http://www.anva.se/


PLS Truck Bodies is the leading build-on automotive producer in Northern Europe, offering the
market a wide range of different cabinet solutions for distribution and long-distance transport.
Through long-term customer relationships and long experience, the company offers solutions that
are safe and proven.

We offer the market both standard solutions and solutions based on specific customer
requirements where new ideas and continuous development ensure that the customer receives
the best solution. Through high internal processing, we have full control throughout the entire
manufacturing process.

Development, marketing and production is concentrated in Rydaholm in Småland with dealers
within the Nordic countries. The business turnover is around MSEK 212 through an organisation with
a total of 94 employees. www.pls.se

The company is certified according to ISO-9001 and ISO 14001

Roger Åström/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)472 259 26
Email roger.a@pls.se

employed since 2008

www.inducore.se

mailto:roger.a@pls.se
http://www.anva.se/


Norfrig is the leading build-on producer of customised cabinet designs for both frozen, chilled and
temperate transport in long-distance and distribution services. Through high skills and extensive
experience, the company today provides a premium product in the market.

We offer the market proprietary cabinet designs with advice for maximum safety in chilled and
frozen transport. We provide a large selection of cabinet build-ons for both vehicles and trailers
with varying dimensions and with side opening. We are specialists in developing customised
solutions that fulfil customer needs.

Production takes place in Tomelilla with dealers in the Nordic countries. Business turnover is
nearly MSEK 170 with an organisation of 52 employees. www.norfrig.se

The company is certified according to ISO/IEC 17020 (C)

Roger Åström/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)472 259 26
Email roger.a@pls.se

employed since 2017

www.inducore.se

http://www.norfrig.se/
mailto:roger.a@pls.se
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NTB Service is a market independent operator specialised in van service, body repairs, cooling
repairs, fittings and transfers. Our van service is of high quality where we always set customer
needs in focus with the minimum downtime possible.

We offer the market technical know-how and highest delivery security, and we build up the
cooperation in close relationship with the customer. Through close cooperation with our vehicle
builders in the Truck Bodies business area and other service partners, we can offer the customer a
more complete solution.

Currently we have our service garages in Malmö and Örebro. The business turnover is MSEK 36
with an organisation of a total of 27 employees within both garages. www.ntbservice.se

The companies are certified to ISO/IEC 17020 (C)

Roger Åström/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)472 259 26
Email roger.a@pls.se

employed since 2017

www.inducore.se

http://www.ntbservice.se/
mailto:roger.a@pls.se
http://www.anva.se/


Axipto is currently a total solutions provider taking responsibility throughout the manufacturing
process from first drawing/specification to sourcing casting/forging to processing and final
assembly. Through close cooperation with partners around the world, we can take responsibility for
the entire supply chain.

We offer our customers a manufacturing process with a very high degree of automation where
technology is at the forefront. Our customers are primarily found in industries such as automotive,
mining and rock mining technology, machinery, construction and building industries.

The company is young and innovative with extensive experience and in-depth knowledge. The
company operates within three plants, Nybro, Mönsterås and Målilla, with a total turnover of
nearly MSEK 354 and an organisation with over 98 employees. www.axipto.se

The company is certified according to IATF 16049:2016, ISO-9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015.

Emanuel Svensson/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)481 475 05
Email emanuel.svensson@axipto.se

employed since 1995

www.inducore.se

mailto:emanuel.svensson@axipto.se
http://www.anva.se/


Björköby Mekaniska is a contract supplier specialised in cutting machining of aluminium, metal
and plastic, where customers have the most challenging demands on quality and precision.
Our customers are mainly found in industries such as the automotive industry, the defence industry
and other industries.

We offer a high automation manufacturing process where our company takes the overall
responsibility for the entire value chain from the first specification, material purchase, machining to
surface treatment and assembly, where we currently are more of a collaborate partner when our
customers to an increasing extent request a functional solution rather than just an individual
component

Today we have a production in both Eksjö and Björköby with a turnover of closer to MSEK 75 with
an organisation of about 58 employees. www.bma.se. The company become certified to ISO9001
early and is also certified to ISO14001 and IATF:16949 in both factories.

www.inducore.se

Emanuel Svensson/vd
Tel.  +46 (0)481 475 05

E-mai emanuel.svensson@bma.se

anställd sedan 1995

http://www.anva.se/
mailto:emanuel.svensson@axipto.se


Atlings operates in two business areas, proprietary products and contract manufacturing.
Within our proprietary products, we develop and manufacture self-centering steady rests for CNC
turning machines that we market worldwide under the name “ATLING STEADY REST”.

Our customers are mainly in industries such as machinery and production equipment, mining and
rock mining technology, contracting and construction industry. In the field of contract
manufacturing, we are a total solutions supplier in cutting processing where we, together with our
customers, create added value through various logistics solutions, warehousing and construction
support. Through our partners we create more value for the customer.

The company has its operations in Ockelbo in Gävleborg County and today boasts a turnover of
about MSEK 84 with
an organisation of 39 employees www.atling.se

Johan Persson/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)297 557 09
Email johan.persson@atling.se

employed since 2017

www.inducore.se

http://www.atling.se/
mailto:johan.persson@atling.se
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Bollnäs Verkstads Production (BVP) specializes in the welding and processing of complete sheet
metal structures. Our customers are found in the forestry industry, contracting and construction
industry. Our manufacturing processes consist of plasma and laser cutting, bending, robotic
welding and manual welding as well as surface treatment.

We offer the market a comprehensive solution for cutting machining, welding and assembly. We
take responsibility for a large part of the value chain for larger welded components and
constructions where, through short lead times, we can deliver a complete product from inquiry and
prototype series to pre-series and series production.

We carry out operations in Alfta Industricenter outside Bollnäs with a turnover of MSEK 70
and an organisation with 39 employees. www.bollnasverkstad.se

The company is certified according to ISO-9001:2015 and ISO 3834-2:2015

Robert Nylander/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 365 13 61
Email robert.nylander@bollnasverkstad.se

employed since 2000

www.inducore.se

http://www.bollnasverkstad.se/
mailto:robert.nylander@bollnasverkstad.se
http://www.anva.se/


Lemont is a high-tech engineering company with cutting machining, sheet metal, surface
treatment and assembly. The company offers a basic range in various manufacturing processes
which is then tailored to the customer's needs and specifications. Our customers can be found in,
above all, export companies within the energy sector and manufacturers of forestry machinery with
end customers all over the world.

We offer the market a customised manufacturing and services with short lead times, high service,
quality with technology at the forefront. We offer partial or complete solutions where we through
extensive knowledge, engagement and flexibility fulfil the needs of our customers.

Development and marketing is focused in Ludvika with production in several facilities in Ludvika,
Grangärde, Nyhammar, Smedjebacken, Morgårdshammar and Borlänge. Operations turnover is
closer to MSEK 206 with an organisation of 113 employees. www.lemont.se

The company is certified according to ISO-9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 ISO 3834-2:2015 and
EN15085-2

Tomas Olofsson/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 564 0 05
Email tomas@lemont.se

employed since 1997

www.inducore.se

mailto:tomas@lemont.se
http://www.anva.se/


Arenco AB in Kalmar is a supplier of individual machine systems and complete production lines to
the packaging industry, fish processes and the manufacture of matches. We also provide service
and spare parts as well as insert materials for the manufacture of matches.

We offer the market proprietary machine systems where we take full responsibility for drawing
documentation, manufacturing, project management and assembly of complete production lines
around the whole world. Since the company was started in 1877, we have been global leader in
manufacturing of matches and have over time developed several machine concepts in the
packaging and fish industry. We also work in assignments with assembly with other customers or
within our own premises in Kalmar.

Development and marketing of new machine concepts is concentrated in Kalmar, while the bulk of
production takes place within Arenco in Shanghai. Kalmar business turnover is MSEK 111 with an
organisation of 30 employees. www.arenco.com

Anders Liljegren/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)709 521 053
Email anders.liljegren@arenco.com

employed since 1988

Kalmar

www.inducore.se

http://www.arenco.com/
mailto:anders.liljegren@arenco.com
http://www.anva.se/


Shanghai Arenco Machinery is fundamentally a manufacturer of packaging and filling machines,
and we supply fully tested machines or subsystems to end customers worldwide.
Included components are manufactured either in our own businesses or through global sourcing.
Today we deliver to the majority of world-leading customers in the packaging industry where we
take responsibility for the entire value flow from purchasing (sourcing), manufacturing of
individual components, electrical and mechanics assembly, testing, validation, warehousing and
delivery/logistics to end customers worldwide

We offer the market a business with high skills and experience from machine assembly and
manufacture of individual components. Our competitiveness is based on long experience with
strong market positions, through knowledge of our customers' applications.

We have been operating successfully in Shanghai since 1992 and have in addition to this
established a sourcing centre in the Panyu District of Guangzhou during 2020. We turn over
around MSEK 189 with an organisation of 146 employees. www.arenco.com

Anders Liljegren/CEO
Tel.+46 (0)709 521 053

Email anders.liljegren@arenco.com

employed since 1988

Shanghai

www.inducore.se

http://www.arenco.com/
mailto:claus.toxvig@arenco.com.cn
http://www.anva.se/


Greger Kling
Tel. +46 (0) 70 590 1646
greger@pvi.se

Eskilstuna, Floby, Olofström, Landeryd, Vansbro, Vetlanda, Värnamo

PVI Industries

Consisting of 7 companies, divided into two business areas: Tube 
forming and Sheet Metal, as well as Fire vehicles

We stand for reliable supplies of pipe and sheet metal 
components of high quality, primarily to the automotive industry.

Our work method must always be characterised by respect for 
the individual; ethics and sustainability.

515
EMPLOYEES

www.pviindustries.se

7
COMPANIES

1300
MSEK TURNOVER

Micaela Institoris
Corporate Development, M&A
+46 (0)72-988 94 18
micaela.institoris@pvi.se

mailto:greger@pvi.se
http://www.pviindustries.se/
mailto:micaela.institoris@pvi.se


Floby Rescue manufactures the extinguishing and rescue vehicles of the future and has a long
experience with building rescue vehicles. We are the obvious choice for the emergency services in
Scandinavia. We are constantly working to develop new and innovative solutions for our vehicles,
in line with future sustainability requirements and ergonomic thinking.

Our manufacturing is done in Floby, Sweden and we work with Swedish-made components in our
facilities. Founded in 1918, the company has been manufacturing rescue vehicles since the 1940s.
On site in Floby we have our own detail manufacturing, chassis customisation, paint shop and
assembly.

The Company has all its operations in Floby and turnover of closer to MSEK 135 with an organisation
of a total of 54 employees. www.flobyrescue.se

Johan Améen/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 921 02 10
Email johan.ameen@flobyrescue.se

employed since 2022

www.pviindustries.se

http://www.flobyresque.se/
mailto:micaela.institoris@flobyresque.se
http://www.pviindustries.se/


EBP manufactures body parts for several of Europe's leading automotive manufacturers and we
specialise in qualified production for both series production and aftermarket. In our production
facility we have access to the skills and equipment that is required for the manufacture of body
components, based on the requirements of the automotive industry for high quality, short lead
times and quick adaptation to new model series. Our production facility consists of pressing, laser
cutting, composition, painting and packing.

The company was incorporated in 1996 and is part of PVI since March 2018. The business is
based in Olofström with a turnover of MSEK 330 and an organisation with about109 employees.

EBP is certified according to IATF 16949, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.

Mattias Ivansson/CEO
Tel. +46(0)73 390 10 73
mattias.ivansson@ebp.se 
www.ebp.se

Employed since 2019

www.pviindustries.se

mailto:mattias.ivansson@ebp.se
http://www.pviindustries.se/


PVI Esskå (Esskå Metall AB) is located in Landeryd, Hylte Municipality, Halland.

“We press sheet metal to the vehicles of the future with sustainable manufacturing ”

Esskå Metall AB is a subcontractor to the automotive industry, primarily heavy vehicles.

We work on assignments in thin sheet metal, hydraulic pressing, mechanical pressing, 

welding, mounting and surface treatment/ painting through external processes

Our vision is to be our chosen customers' most strategic partner within our expertise 

area. Through efficient processes, safe logistics and disruption-free production, we will 

increase the profitability both internally and for our customers and vendors.

We are 55 employees and a turnover of MSEK 210M.

Tomas Lidbacken/ CEO

Tel. +46(0)72 553 14 06
tomas.lidbacken@esska.com 

www.esskametall.com

Employed since 2015

www.pviindustries.se

mailto:tomas.lidbacken@esska.com
http://www.pviindustries.se/


PVI Segerström is an industrial company within the field of contract production of form-pressed 
sheet metal. We manufacture everything from complex assembled products to individual 
components in medium and high volumes. The company has a long experience in sheet metal 
forming and was founded in 1906. We have 100 employees and turnover just above MSEK 280.

Most of our customers are in Automotive and vehicle industry, which imposes high standards for 
the stability and continuous development of our manufacturing processes
Our primary processes are sheet metal forming, welding and surface treatment. Through close 
cooperation between technology, tool manufacturers and other collaboration partners we offer 
customers cost-effective solutions

The company is certified according to ISO 14001, ISO 9001 and IATF 16949

Tomas Lidbacken /CEO
Tel. +46(0)72 553 14 06 
tomas.lidbacken@pvisegerstrom.se
www.pvisegerstrom.se

Employed since 2019

www.pviindustries.se

mailto:tomas.lidbacken@pvisegerstrom.se
http://www.pvisegerstrom.se/
http://www.pviindustries.se/


Ekenäs Mekaniska AB has a specialised component manufacturing of pipes and profiles in 
steel, stainless steel, aluminium and copper. Our customers are in the Automotive and Industry 
segments.

Ekenäs Mechanical is an organisation characterised by flexibility and responsiveness to customer 
requests. In collaboration with our technicians, toolmakers and our collaboration partners 
competitive solutions are created, customised to customer requirements. That is the key to our 
success.

The company is certified according to IATF 16049, ISO-9001 and ISO 14001.

The company has its operations in Ekenässjön, Vetlanda and turnover closer to MSEK 185 with an
organisation of a total of 105 employees. www.ekenasmekaniska.se

Anders Thålin/CEO
Tel. +46 (0)70 651 76 11
anders.thalin@ekenasmekaniska.se
www.ekenasmekaniska.se

employed since 2015

www.pviindustries.se

http://www.flobyresque.se/
mailto:anders.thalin@ekenasmekaniska.se
http://www.ekenasmekaniska.se/
http://www.pviindustries.se/


R-man i Värnamo AB's business idea is very simple. The aim is to always be on the forefront
regarding manufacturing of complex pipe structures, where pipe bending and welding are
included as important parts.

Customers are primarily in the engineering and automotive industry

Within our offering we can support with construction solutions that are beneficial to both parties. 
Here at R-man we have a long experience in constructing moulding tools and fixtures, providing the 
best conditions for advanced moulding of pipes and profiles

The company is certified according to IATF 16049, ISO-9001 and ISO 14001.

The company has its operations in Värnamo and turnover of MSEK 95 with an organisation of a 
total of 42 employees. www.rman.se

Peter Bossius/Site 
Manager
Tel. +46 (0)70-552 71 70
peter.bossius@rman.se 
www.rman.se

employed since 2017

www.pviindustries.se

mailto:peter.bossius@rman.se
http://www.pviindustries.se/


Amymone Real Estate owns, develop and manage

industrial real estates, as a part of the Amymone Group in

Sweden. We will be an active Real Estate owner who

together with our tenants build successful businesses.

Based on a stable cash flow the ambition is to continue to

grow throwout the business cycles.

Marcus Skoglund /vd
Tel.  +46 (0)73 600 40 41

E-mail  marcus.skoglund@amymone.se

anställd sedan 2018

www.amymone.se/amymone-fastighet

2
ANSTÄLLDA

8
FASTIGHETER

150
MSEK

mailto:micaela.institoris@flobyresque.se
http://www.amymone.se/amymone-fastighet


Tomas Lindgren / CFO
Tel:  +46 (0)70 929 25 83

tomas.lindgren@inducore.se

Ulrika Hammarlund
Tel: +46 (0)70 252 02 18

ulrika.hammarlund@inducore.se

Eva Salo
Tel: +46 (0)70 496 66 87

eva.salo@inducore.se

Ekonomy & Finance



“CONTRACTORS WANT MORE AND 
CAN DO MORE”

CONTRACTOR DRIVEN WITHOUT PYRAMIDS KNOWLEDGE SHARING

All profit from companies 
sharing production skills 
and solutions with each 

other to optimise 
production.

You interact directly with

the subcontractors, who

have the competence you

are on the outlook for, and 

you do not pay unnecessary

overhead.

We believe in independent 

contractor companies as 

they have a passion for 

improvement and make 

quick decisions.



Tomas Lindgren / CFO
Tel:  +46 (0)70 929 25 83

tomas.lindgren@inducore.se

Ulrika Hammarlund
Tel: +46 (0)70 252 02 18

ulrika.hammarlund@inducore.se

Eva Salo
Tel: +46 (0)70 496 66 87

eva.salo@inducore.se

Ekonomi & Finans


